The Case for the Employer-Justified Retirement Age (EJRA)
Background
In 2011, following two rounds of consultation with divisional boards, the UCU and all staff, and
after extensive amendments to reflect the views expressed, an EJRA of 67 was introduced for
those in grade 6 and above, in place of the default retirement age of 65. The necessary
legislative changes were published to Congregation in the normal way and no objections were
received.
In 2014, Dame Janet Smith, sitting as the University’s internal Appeal Court, criticised the EJRA
while ruling on an individual case in which a member of academic staff sought to continue
working beyond the EJRA. Her concerns about the EJRA’s exceptions procedure and Aims
were addressed by changes which came into effect in 2015. The procedure Dame Janet
criticised has not been in use since September 2015. Her comments about the policy were
considered by the Review Group which reviewed the EJRA after five years of operation and
were taken into account in their recommendations.
This Review Group comprised senior academics from across the University. It began its work
in early 2016. In May 2016, Congregation rejected a proposal to suspend the EJRA pending
the outcome of the review, a decision confirmed in a postal ballot.
The meetings of Congregation in Trinity term 2017
On 2 May this year, Congregation voted overwhelmingly to retain and adapt the University’s
EJRA policy in accordance with the recommendations of the Review Group:
•
•
•
•

to restrict its use to those in grade 8 and above (broadly those eligible for Congregation)
to raise the retirement age to 68
to remove the Aims where there is less evidence that the policy is having an effect, and
to improve the support and guidance available for staff and managers.

Congregation met again on 16 May and voted against abolishing the EJRA. Several members
of Council and the Review Group explained why they see it as a proportionate means of
achieving legitimate and important objectives – and therefore justified.
The Aims of the EJRA policy
The policy aims, by the creation of vacancies, to safeguard the high standards of the University
and assist it in maintaining its position on the world stage by supporting career progression,
inter-generational fairness, refreshment, diversity and succession planning.
At the Debate on 16 May, evidence from the United States was set out to show that without a
retirement age many senior Faculty choose to stay in their roles for many years beyond the
EJRA, thus slowing turnover. Data from the University’s exceptions procedure supports this:
more than half the statutory professors who reach retirement age seek to stay in employment,
and up to 79% of vacancies in the grade in a year are created by retirement. Similar patterns
can be seen in the Associate Professor and most senior research grades.
Since the EJRA was introduced in 2011 and thus retirement at 67 came into effect in 2013, the
Review Group only had data from 2013, 2014 and 2015 to analyse. This was never going to
allow it to reach conclusions with statistical significance. Nevertheless, the trends suggest that
the EJRA is having a positive impact on our ability to deliver on the policy’s aims.

The EJRA offers a necessary means to maintain turnover, ensuring the fair distribution of
employment opportunities for increasing numbers of young academics in precarious
employment. This was a benefit enjoyed by those now in their late careers. It is our duty – and
a policy that will work to our benefit by ensuring that we attract and retain the brightest and
best – to ensure that those who have not benefitted from maintenance grants and free tertiary
education and who will find it hardest to buy houses and build sufficient pension benefits can
compete for the secure roles that will allow them to flourish.
The EJRA also provides a vital means of improving diversity at the University. For example,
only 15% of the statutory professor grade are women, yet of those we have recruited to chairs
in the last three years 38% have been women. There are many initiatives aimed at improving
gender diversity in the University but they can only be effective if we can increase the proportion
of women by maintaining our rate of recruitment.
The transcripts of the Debates on 2 and 16 May provide many other examples of the
contributions made by the EJRA to our ability to succession plan, refresh our Faculty, respond
to external pressures and maintain the vitality of the academic community. They can be viewed
at: https://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/councilsec/governance/congregation/.
Conclusion
The Review Group report made clear that the EJRA must be operated flexibly, allowing for
employment beyond the EJRA in some exceptional circumstances, and in a manner that
ensures that all staff are treated with dignity as they come towards the end of their careers.
The procedures that support the policy must be fair and transparent, and the guidance must
make clear what alternatives to extended employment exist. A number of improvements to the
procedures and supporting paperwork, including revised deadlines, training for managers and
less generic paperwork, have been agreed and will be implemented.
The signatories to this flysheet believe that the amended EJRA is a vital tool to allow us to
balance the needs of the generations and look after the interests of all our staff.
Please vote to maintain the EJRA.
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